The history that materialized from these contacts was primarily a naval history of Europe; it was a palette of 'discoveries' in a nautical canvas concentrating on the period between 1400 and 1800, a period when Europe 'discovered' the world. Travel literature, diaries, official company records and correspondence featured as source. Human endeavour and human agency occupied centre stage in such a history. What emerged was an imperial naval history of contact, plunder and trade, ending in conquest and colonization.
II
The downside to this maritime approach was that no agency was ascribed to non-European shipping and mercantile activities; they were generally absent in such accounts unless addressing a battle or naval skirmish. The maritime historian Ashin Das Gupta pointed this out as early as 1967. 2 Remaining greatly disturbed by this absence he attempted throughout his career to correct this imbalance. 3 Yet another maritime historian, K N. Chaudhuri, who started his publishing career with the history of the trade of the English East India Company, 4 also encountered this marginalization. He subsequently moved away from company-based history to study historical interactions over this vast waterscape, taking Islam's expansion across the Indian Ocean as example. Lastly, Chaudhuri then posited Asia before Europe, simultaneously with Abu-Lughod's Before European Hegemony. Both these works criticized Wallerstein's notion of a world system emanating from Europe. Frank's last work, ReORIENT, suggesting that the rise of the West was a myth-being a feat that was achieved by piggy backing on Asian shoulders-drove home the point decisively.
III
From the purely political to the economic was a significant shift in maritime studies. A particular sub-category within maritime history that rose was maritime economic history, dealing primarily with the story of global flows of exchange, particularly of silver. This sub-category, emphasizing flows reinforcing older connectivities, endured in historical scholarship, and now occupies a prominent place in maritime studies.
Silver had connected the world. It created the Eurasian silver century long before the First Global Age between 1400 and 1800.
6
During the latter the role of silver became even more central. Om Prakash wrote: "an important element in the rise of this economy was the integration of the Indian Ocean into the larger framework of world trade on a scale unimaginable before. Not only were the three principal segments of the early modern world economy-the New World, Europe, and Asia-now drawn into the vortex of world trade but there emerged also an organic and interactive relationship across the three segments whereby the growth of trade in one direction became critically dependent on the growth of trade in the other." 7 Even earlier, when Arab and Persian traders traded across the Indian Ocean from the seventh-eighth centuries, silver coins had been the trade currency of the Indian Ocean, while usage of copper cash was the norm in Southeast Asia. China, lacking adequate supplies of both, repeatedly tried to break into the Indian Ocean trade by way of its paper currency, but was not successful; silver remaining the currency of long distance Indian Ocean trade until the nineteenth century. A 'lesser' currency-the kauri shell or cypria moneta-bridged the gap between silver and local currencies all along the Indian Ocean littoral. 8 
IV
This essay focuses on the Indian Ocean. The very term privileges India although the boundaries of this ocean also touch the African and Australian coastlines. Scholars have to grapple with this problem of nomenclature because Africa still remains largely unrepresented in most works on the Indian Ocean.
It is by now evident that Europe neither 'discovered' nor 'created' the Indian Ocean. But how did Asians view this space? Arab mapping of the Indian Ocean, the Korean Kangnido map of 1402, Cheng He's fifteenth century maps, Javanese sea charts and Piri Reis' maps in the sixteenth century Kitab I Bahriye show a working knowledge of the Indian Ocean world, although it is not always depicted accurately.
While Asians were certainly aware of this vast world, the Asian seas were confusing to European sailors, explorers and geographers and so the cartographic category of the 'Indian' Ocean was slow to capture the European imagination. The 'Indian Ocean' as a historical category arrived only in the nineteenth century.
10 Until then, European cartographers called this whole waterscape the 'Indian Sea'. Therefore, we see that spatial narratives and historical events did not always move in synchronization.
11 The geographical imagination was far more diverse and a great deal richer than the historical mind was capable of grasping.
How can we see this world? Vink suggests we see it in terms of "'the new thalassology' of the 'Greater Indian Ocean', 'Maritime Africa and Asia', 'Indian Ocean Rim' or 'Indian Ocean Africa and Asia' [that] should combine the concepts of the 'Asian Seas' (Frank Broeze), 'a string of closely related regional systems stretching from East Asiato East Africa', and 'littoral societies' (Michael Pearson) along the Indian Ocean Basin, extending inwards into the interior with 'porous frontiers acting as filters through which the salt of the sea is gradually replaced by the silt of the land. Amitav Ghosh sets his novels (In an Antique Land, The Hungry Tide and the first two novels in the Ibis trilogy) against the backdrop of the Indian Ocean, highlighting connections between various towns (Cairo, Madagascar, Cochin) and peoples (African, Creole, Arab, Indian, European, and Chinese), the action often taking place on boats (Ibis, Mariamma), suggesting that people need a model of belonging beyond national frames.
13 Kunal Basu, another contemporary novelist, has also situated The Opium Clerk, The Japanese Wife and The Yellow Emperor's Cure within waterscapes, which he perceives to be vehicles of both memory and desire.
14 Much like Ghosh and Basu, Barendse sees the Indian Ocean as a very mobile space: "Rather than looking for 'essential elements' and longues durées in the Arabian seas, I propose to call it a constantly shifting and adaptive economic and social 'network.'…if one understands a 'network' as a number of nodal points standing in a few relations (social, religious, and economic) to other nodal points."
15 Barendse visualizes his networks as being built on 'interlocking circuits of commerce' in the narrow seas, determining a purely internal trade within a similar interlocking complex of narrow seas. These were circuits that ignored imperial borders, and tied the region together as a common maritime border region or maritime zone. 16 This network of exchanges was structured as 'a grid of maritime connections between a number of interlocking port towns.' 
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V From the 2000s, as research on sea faring communities across the Indian Ocean progressed, there was a shift from maritime studies to a more inclusive oceanic history, 18 pleading for the centrality of the sea, and not humans, in the writing of history and in which the works of Matsuda and D'Arcy are predominant. 19 Hybridity, cosmopolitanism and alterity are some of the emerging themes, although these are essentially 'Mediterranean' concepts; others such as locating culture on board ship (extension of land based norms or purely maritime?), 20 and studying identity, violence and harmony are popular. 21 Yet another theme in the same genre is maritime religion. 22 Mazu, the Chinese maritime goddess, was worshipped in many coastal areas, not just in China but also across the eastern Indian Ocean rim. Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam were mobile and quite maritime from very early times and their exchanges across seas are apparent both in the persistence of beliefs and practices as well as in the artifacts that are now being excavated in Southeast Asia and China. Attention is also directed toward material culture and its practice: tales, songs and rituals, literature and music. The recently concluded Water History conference at the Institute de Chandernagor, India, focused on novel ways of studying waterscapes and building an archive on water his-tory. 23 Consequently new archives have emerged with categories such as object biographies and shipwreck studies. 24 New spatial contours are visible in Indian Ocean studies; Africa, the China seas and the eastern Mediterranean world are now included under this rubric.
One of the most influential contributions in the new century was the concept of similar littoral societies dotting shorelines across the Indian Ocean by Pearson. Quoting Steinberg's notion of two seas: the coastal zone, susceptible to regulation by statecontrolled actors and the deep sea, Pearson writes: "Are there then two Indian Oceans, one pelagic, the other littoral or benthic? Or are there more? Does the ocean include other places: port cities; islands; the hinterlands and/or the forelands of port cities? And if so how far inland must we go before the ocean influence ends? What about estuaries?" 25 Pearson pointed to the malign effect of the American Area Studies programme by remarking that "Surat and Mombasa have more in common with each other than they do with inland cities such as Nairobi or Ahmadabad. Yet this is not yet widely accepted. In a complaint against the dead hand of area studies and its effects on academic work, Erik Gilbert recently pointed out that one can get a grant to compare Zanzibar and Gambia, but not to compare Zanzibar and Aden or Calicut." 26 In another publication he noted that "In the United States after the Second World War, Eurocentrism was rectified to an extent by the funding of Area Studies programmes…While this had the commendable advantage of turning more attention to the non-European world (and even this terminology is objectionable, for it makes 'Europe' the default category), it still imposed straitjackets on what could be studied. One could compare two areas within Africa, but not two related areas if one was in Africa and one in India. Casablanca and Zanzibar were considered to be capable of being compared, but not Mombasa and Cochin." 27 Littorals connect and the littoral is consequently a mutable and porous place, marked by the circulation of various objects (for trade, for diplomacy, as religious relics, as gifts of power etc.), beliefs, peoples and languages (Arabic, Portuguese, Malay, Chinese).
VI
In the new millennium there has been a further shift; this time from oceanic history to a more specific water-based history, which interrogates archives on sea and oceanscapes and also takes into account the impact of rivers, tanks and lakes on human history. This vision also has the advantage of enabling us to study constituent waterscapes of oceans; in the Indian Ocean the Red and Arabian Seas, the Bay of Bengal, the Java, Sulu, Timor and Flores seas, for example.
Emergent themes are ecology and environmental history, climate history, coastal history and maritime/salvage archaeology. The emphasis is on a maritime cultural landscape. Boundaries, connections and connectivities remain important and historical cartography plays an important role. Social networks visible in ports among traders (commodities, financial flows, trust) and the role of the state (law, justice) are studied. 28 But water history is not just about waters. Upstream/downstream connectivities are emphasized, as are overland routes that are seen as part of an oceanic world and whereby farflung, landlocked regions form part of a maritime cultural landscape as well. 29 
VII
This essay presents the history of the Indian Ocean world as world history. However, for many scholars the dividing line between a de-centered regional history and world history remains vague, many regional histories appearing as world histories. This is something we need to be aware of, as also the question of time when writing a world history.
Anne Bang pointed out the pitfalls of inserting local histories into a world history paradigm when she wrote that:
in the past two decades, the field of Indian Ocean studies has manifested a specific discourse which goes beyond the local and focuses instead on inter-civilizational encounters and the ensuing cultural change. Words like 'hybrid', 'polyphonic', 'cosmopolitan', 'pluralist', 'multi-cultural' can be found in most academic works on Indian Ocean culture and history and reflect the emphasis on movement and exchange as starting points. Authors of full-scale Indian Ocean histories have tended to focus on migration resulting from the regularity of the monsoon, emphasizing trade, religious linkages or family networks spanning the ocean.What these studies have in common is the concept of translocality, both as an overarching research perspective and as reference to empirical realities. However, what these studies also have in common is the problematic (and to varying degrees resolved) relationship between local narratives and the wider, global history into which they inevitably play. In localities, perceptions of the present world-and the past world-are created and re-created. In these localities are also produced what historians call 'sources'-be they written, material or transmitted in the form of narratives. The relationship between the source, the locality and the other locations it directly or indirectly refers to, is one that the historian of the Indian Ocean (or of the localities of the Indian Ocean) will need to ponder. 30 Is the ocean a theater for world history, or merely a stage for a regional history? With what tools-archival and conceptual-can the historian or archaeologist navigate this vast space? The recent Manguin, Mani and Wade ed. volume re-examines the links between South and Southeast Asia in terms of cross-cultural exchange and localization. 31 Yet another way forward would be a particular spatial focus through a study of social networks: such as at a
